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throughout the whole volume the same narrow-minded spirit prevails. 
Our facetious contemporary, the Popular Magazine of Anthropology, 
has, we understand, given up the ghost (at least for a time) on hear- 

ing that the public generally, and Dr. Moore in particular, coulcl not 
understand how there could be "elderly females of both sexes." Our 

contemporary will, we understand, appear again when the popular 
mind is prepared to accept this profound and suggestive truth. If 
Dr. Moore will take the trouble to read this article again, he will find 
that the quotation he has made from it of " malicious, incoherent 
scribbler," nowhere occurs there. The word "malicious" is not to be 
found in the article, nor any word of similar import.?Editor.] 

ON THE DOCTRINE OF CONTINUITY APPLIED TO 
ANTHROPOLOGY.* 

By JAMES HUNT, Esq., Ph.D., F.S.A., F.R.S.L., F.A.S.L., ete. 

The great German philosopher, Emanuel Kant, in his work on An- 

thropologie, points out the fact that it is somewhat hazardous to pub- 
lish any assertion opposed to the general opinion, ancl that man 

generally is loth to utter opinions in which few jDersons will agree 
with him. Human nature has, I fear, not greatly changed since the 
time of Kant. I must confess to a great sympathy with those 

people who like to utter sentiments in unison with those whom they 
address : but on the present occasion I am entirely in ignorance of 
what may be the sentiments of my audience on the subject to which 
I have undertaken to call attention. If, therefore, I exjn'ess senti? 
ments in which I shall find few or no supj^orters, you must please 
remember that I do so in entire ignorance of what you would like me 
to say on this subject. I do not promise that if I did know what 

you would like me to say, I would do it. 
A celebrated anthropologist of the last century, Charles White, 

said that he published his work " under the idea that whatever tends 
to elucidate the nature, constitution, ancl history of the human race, 
must be interesting to man ; and whatever tends to display the 

wisclom, order, and harmony of the creation, and to evince the neces- 

sity of recurring to a Deity as a first cause, must be agreeable to 
man."t I think few will doubt that the subject I have chosen is in- 

* Extracts from a paper read before the Hastings and St. Leonards Phi? 
losophical Society, on December 12, 1866. 

f On the Rcgular Gradation of Man and Animals, 1795, p. 138. 
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teresting, but I cannot consent to advocate that we should attempt to 
refer natural phenomena to a Deity because such sentiments may 
happen to be agreeable. 

It is not the duty of science to be concerned with the question of 
what may be agreeable to mankind ; bnt she is simply concerned to 
know wrhat is true. Nor can I admit that the continual recurrenee to a 

Deity for the explanation of natural phenomena is agreeable to man? 
kind generally. On the contrary, it is the duty of science to explain 
all natural jmenoinena. Within the last two centuries she has made 
some wonderful strides in this direction : but she is far, very far 
from the goal at which she aims. But if it be admitted that sci? 
ence is not yet in a position to solve all natural phenomena, we 
are not then driven to call in the aid of a first cause ; we merely 
admit that secondary causes known to us are not capable of solving 
them. 

The title of my subject was suggested to me by the admirable 
address wrhich Mr. W. R. Grove recently deliverecl, as President, before 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science at Nottingham. 
The extensive publicity which was given to this address, together with 
the remarks which have since appeared in the public prints, leads me 
tohope that the subject has been to some extent under your consider? 
ation. As Mr. Grove has remarked, the word "continuity" is not a new 
one, ancl he has not treated it in any new sense, but simply given it a 
wider application than it has ever before had. Nor can I claim any 
novelty in my attempt to apply this doctrine to anthropology. This 
has been done with admirable effect in the last century by such men 
as Hercler, Soemmerring, and Charles White. 

But although for eighty years the science of mankind has made 
little perce]Dtible ]Drogress in England, yet when we find that the sub? 
ject is again being discussed, it behoves those who have to any extent 
investigateci the subject, to come forward with their views whatever 

they may be. 
Mr. Darwin says that, " whoever is led to believe that species are 

mutable will do good service by conscientiously expressing his convic- 
tion ; for only thus can the loacl of prejudice by which this subject is 
overwhelmed be removed," p. 569. Now I can really see no good in 
any man expressing his belief that species are mutable until he has 
got some facts on which to base such an assumption. What good can 
be done by men expressing their belief either on one side or the other ? 
Or how can we make deductions from the unknown 1 It is equally 
objectionable to assert that because we have not yet found transition 
forms, that none therefore exist. All true science must be based on 
facts or on philosophical deductive reasoning. Unless a man's sci- 
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entific belief be based on one or the other, he had better not express it. 
I am quite willing to admit that the mutability of species is a fair and 

philosophical hypothesis, but I must not by this be understood to 
endorse the manner in which Mr. Darwin advocates the mutability 
of species : on the contrary, I shall endeavour to show that Darwin? 

ism, as now being taught in this country, is neither wairanted by 
scientific facts, by logical reasoning, nor by philosophical assumption. 

I shall further endeavour to prove that the doctrine of continuity, 
as advocated by Mr. Grove, is far more supported by facts and logic, 
ancl that it is far more philosophical. 

To show that continuity is no new doctrine applied to anthropology, 
let me quote the words of Hercler,* written more than eighty years ago. 

" 
Everything in nature is connected ; one state pushes forward and 

prepares another. If, then, man be the last and highest link, closing 
the chain of terrestrial organisation, he must begin the chain of a 
higher order of creatures as its lowest link, and is probably, therefore, 
the middle ring between the adjoining systems of the creation. He 
cannot pass into any other organisation upon earth, without turning 
backwards and wandering in a circle ; for him to stand still is impos? 
sible ; since no living power in the dominions of the most active goocl- 
ness is at rest, thus there must be a step before him, close to him, 
yet as exaltecl above him, as he is pre-eminent over the brute to whom 
he is at the same time nearly allied. This view of things, which is 

supported by all the laws of nature, alone gives us the key to the 
wonderful phenomena of man, and at the same time to the only phi? 
losophy of his history." 

I now come to the position in which the science of man is placed by 
admitting the doctrine of " continuity", or that of " natural selection". 
Now anthropology is a science based on known facts ; or, as Kant 

observes, "Anthropology comprises empirical phenomena, combined 

according to the laws of the understanding." Now, if we sum up all 
the empirical phenomena, bearing on the origin of man, what do we 
find] Do these phenomena, interpreted according to the laws of the 

understanding, in any way support the Darwinian hypothesis of the 

origin of man ] 
With regard to the origin of man, let me here remark that real, 

true, genuine science ought not to trouble itself very much about 
what Mr. Darwin or anyone else likes to believe regarding that ques? 
tion. There is an adage which says, 

" He is a wise divine who follows 
his own teaching." I suppose this precept would apply with like 
force to the man of science. I would suggest that it would have 
been well for Mr. Darwin, and especially for some of his disciples, had 

they followed the wise remark, speaking on another question, which I 

* Philosophy of Mankind, 1784, p. 127. 
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find on the 145th page of the last edition of his celcbrated work :? 
" But as we have no facts to guide us, all speculation on the subject 
is useless." There are no facts at j>resent which throw any light on 
the origin of mankind. Mr. Darwin is only to be blamed because he 
has not curbed the restless impatience of his disciples. The mischief 
is being done by Professor Huxley aud Mr. Wallace ; but Mr. Darwin 
has hitherto refrained from coming forward to protest against the 
abuse which is being made of his theory. If, however, he agrees with 
his disciples, then so much the worse for his own theory. If the 
views advocated by Mr. Wallace are logically to be deduced from Mr. 
Darwin's hypothesis, then we may bid a long farewell to Darwinism. 
The brief period during which it will reign triumphant in this coun? 

try will only go down to posterity as evincing the very low logical 
powers of the scientific men who supported it. Darwinism may be 
true applied to botany or zoology ; but there is not a fact in the whole 

range of anthropology which lends it any support. I am glad to 
know that when Mr. Wallace first brought his views before the 

Anthropological Society of London, he did not find a single supporter 
to what I then ventured to call his eloquent dream. I for one have 
done all in my power to show the absurdities into which the modern 
advocates of Darwinism are leading their followers. Anthropologists 
in this country drop a tear of pity for the poor victims when they 
hear that Professor Huxley is announced to appear before the work- 

ing man in Jermyn Street, or the ladies who attend the lectures at 
the Royal Institution. There is a most noteworthy point respecting 
the manner in which these disciples of Mr. Darwin carry on their de- 
fence of their master's teaching. If you tell them that a logical 
application of Darwinism does not lead to a coming unity of all man? 

kind, they at once reply that it is a fact! The lower races are dying 
out under our own eyes ! Mr. Wallace used this style of argument 
at the last meeting of the British Association at Nottingham. Na? 
tural selection, according to that gentleman, has produced from one 

homogeneous race all the diversity now seen in mankind, and now 
natural selection is going to lead us again to a unity. I tried on 
that occasion to convince Mr. Wallace that if Darwin's principles 
were logically applied to man, there never could be a monotonous 
uniformity amongst all races of man, but that the struggle for exist? 
ence would continually assist to produce new races. Mr. Wallace's 
theory seems to me to be about on a par in scientific value with Dr. 
Cumming's prophesies respecting the end of the present order of 
things. When I think of this past and coming unit}', I am continually 
reminded of the Greenlanders' account of the origin of man. In the 
beginning they believe that God created man, and that woman was 

vol. v.?NO. XVI. i 
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made from the thumb of the man. In time the world was thickly 
inhabited, when they were all destroyed except one man. Woman 
had to be manufactured a second time, and this wras clonebyknocking 
the earth with a stick, when forth came a full-grown woman. Now 
there is no more reason for supposing that there was ever only 
one homogeneous race than supposing that only one man was 

originally created. Nor is the supposition that we are again uniting 
in one homogeneous race one whit more wonderful than the way in 
which the Greenlanders get rid of the whole world except one man. 
There is much in common between these views. 

On former occasions I have contributed to this Society views re- 

garding the diversity in mankind, which appear at first sight entirely 
at variance with the doctrine of continuity. I have, for instance, on 
more than one occasion endeavoured to show that on mere zoological 
principles of classification we are bound, if consistent, to apply the 
same nomenclature to the groups composing humanity as we do to 
other groups of animals. I contend that, if this were done, it 
would at once be evident that mankind is composed of distinct spe? 
cies. In this view, which I have now advocated for a number of 

years, I am supported by Professor Carl Vogt, of Geneva, one of the 
most logical and accomplished naturalists of modern times, who says 
he has " proved that the differences between some human races are 

greater than those subsisting between some a,pe species; that, there? 

fore, we are justified in assuming different species of mankind."* As 
Mr. Darwin remarks,?" Varieties, when very distinct, take the rank 
of species." That is a correct statement of the principle which regu- 
lates all systems of classification. After we get a certain number of 
well marked varieties, we then change the word from varieties to 

species. But it has been asked by my friend, Dr. Moore, how I can recon- 
cile the views of distinction of the species of man % " If their views were 

true," saysDr. G. Moore, "Mr. Crawfurdand Dr. Hunt will certainly be 
able to point to some impassable boundary between the white and black 
man." But, supposing there is no such thing as an impassable bound? 

ary in the whole of animate, or, indeed, inanimate nature, what becomes 
of the value of this argument ? I have before adduced facts to de- 
monstrate that the European and Negro do differ as much as any two 
allied species. But Dr. Moore goes on to remark, " In default of in- 

telligence concerning the existence of lines of demarcation between 
the different so-called types of mankind, it was universally believed, 
until the new preposterous philosophy was invented, that the extremes 
are united by intervening gradations and varieties that blend together 
in every shade." Dr. Moore says that such teaching means, " that 

* P. 462. 
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the creation was bound, so to say, in accommodation to their igno? 
rance, to form one kind of man expressly to suit the climate of 
Central Africa, ancl another kind in adaptation to that of Northern 

Europe." I grant it may be " 
preposterous philosophy," from Dr. 

Moore's view of the matter, to admit facts, because if he were to do 

so, he could no longer be the sole possessor of wrisdom and knowledge 
on this subject. The height at wThich Dr. Moore wrrites is quite inac- 
cessible to myself. That gentleman exhibits himself on a lofty pin- 
nacle, ancl delivers his oracular fiats to the world as if he had received 
them direct from the hands or voice of his Maker. If the past history 
of mankind really has been "revealed" to Dr. Moore, then what he says 
deserves the most profound attention. I am quite ready to believe, 
on good evidence, that such has been the case ; but, in the meantime, 
I must continue to propagate my "preposterous philosophy," simply 
because it is based solely on the only logical or rational interpretation 
of the facts which I have before me. 

But strange to say, Dr. Moore's views respecting the " intervening 
gradations" are just those of Mr. Darwin, Mr. Grove, Professor 

Huxley, and Mr. Wallace. His picture of the physical character of 

Adam, as given in his recent work, is certainly not in accordance 
with the views of either of those gentlemen. In anthropology 
Dr. Moore is with the most so-called advanced thinkers of the 

age. The differences now existing in mankind are very slight; varia? 
tions do occur, but they are not specific, and, if they are, they are so 
small! All mankind now proclaims the truth of natural selection, 
and supports continuity! But if we take these gentlemen back in 
time for thousands of years, wre find they begin to quarrel. The 
Darwinites implicitly follow their leader. He tells that the prin? 
ciple of natural selection " always acts very slowly, generally only at 

long intervals of time, and generally on only a very few of the in? 
habitants of the same region at the same time."* This they accept 
as their gospel without asking for the table of observations which 
enables their master to use the word "generally." He further tells 
them " that this slow intermittent action of natural selection accords 

perfeetly with what geology tells of the rate and manner at which the 

inhabitants of the world have changed." Ancl Mr. Darwin further 
announces that he " can see no limit to the amount of change," and 
armed with these three articles of faith, viz., a belief that natural selec? 
tion only generally acts on a few of the inhabitants in the same region 
at the same time; that it is intermittent; and that there is no 
limit to the amount of change it can produce, they forthwith rush 

* P. 122. 
i 2 
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before the public with a practical applieation of these principles to 

anthropology. The problem is very simple, viz., how to explain the 

origin of man with these articles of faith. In the first place, they take 
the dogma that natural selection only generally acts on a few indi? 
viduals at the same time. If this is the case, it might only act on 
one ; and thus they get unity. Ancl if it acts on more than one 

individual, they still get unity of race. But from what do they get 
the original man ] Here we see Dr. Moore and his companions part 
in anger. They have no time to discuss the merits of the other 
article of faith, " intermittent action ;" but they can produce man 
without it. It is surely only logical to assert that mankind sprang 
from an ape, if natural selection has no limit to its power, and it 
acts on only a few or one favoured individual. But here we see 
the difference between a disciple of Darwin and a disciple of Moses? 
one calls in natural selection with unlimited power, ancl the other 
calls in a Deity provided in the same manner. One gets the first 
man from an improved ape, and the other has him created perfect; 
the one supposes low forms of man who have all become now utterly 
extinct, and are only to be found at the bottom of the ocean ; the 
other fancies that his perfect man has degenerated so that no single 
man in the present day is equal to him. 

The disciple of Darwin says to the disciple of Moses, "You are 
blinded by the influence of traditional prejudice" (Huxley) ; and the 
disci]3le of Moses proclaims to the world that the Darwinites are 
simply promulgating their views from " the blindness of prejudice 
against Christianity,"* to use the words of Dr. Moore. 

Let me, if I can, endeavour to pour some oil on the troubled 
waters. Let me cry peace before you do each other more injury! 

First of all, then, which is right, Moses or Darwin ? Now many 
will answer that question without hesitation, and, although quite 
differently, each will be equally positive that he is right. 

But what says Science to all this Babel respecting the origin of 
man 1 Something very significant is to be learnt from the aspect of 
science with regard to that question. She folds her arms, and remains 
absolutely silent " It is useless for either party to plead," says 
Science, " until one of you have got a solitary fact on which to base 
your assumptions." Let it, therefore, be proclaimed to the world at 
once that Science teaches absolutely nothing on that point. I have 
here used the word science in order to signify especially inductive 
science. But it is still permissible for students of physical science 
to advance hypotheses which explain any natural phenomena, although 
these may not be supported by an ascertained fact. But this deduc- 

* First Man, p. xiii. 
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tive or a priori reasoning must be carefully separated from science, 
properly so-called. 

Both natural selection and continuity commend themselves to our 
attention and study as valuable d priori assumptions. And here let 
me say a few words on which I think best accords with known facts 
and logic. In the first place, the words " natural selection" did not 

convey a correct impression of what Mr. Darwin's theory really is ; it 

is, indeed, more than probable that his theory will not prove to be 
natural selection. His theory is Darwinism. The words natural 
selection also convey a logical flaw, as even Mr. Darwin does not 

imagine that nature can "select" in the usual application of that 
word. But admitting the word selection to be used in this sense, we 
must bear in mind that it is quite possible that some other writer may 
come before the world and publish views on the same subject which 
better explain natural phenomena. 

It is for this reason that the recent attempts of Mr. Grove to ex? 

plain all phenomena by one simple word?continuity?assumes such 
vast importance, and affords such an interesting field for discussion. 

On examining Darwinism by the side of continuity, as advocated by 
Mr. Grove, we see several striking points of difference. In the first 

place, Darwinism requires that life shall have originally 
" been breathed 

by the Creator into a few forms or into one;"'" but Mr. Grove be- 
lieves"that the day is approaching"?"when the two fundamental 

conceptions of matter and motion will be found sufficient to explain 
physical phenomena. "t 

Mr. Darwin does not require continuous slow changes, and ex- 

pressly says, at p. 162, "nor that it goes on continuously;" while 
Mr. Grove sees continuity, not necessarily uniformity, in everything. 
They, however, both agree in one feature : they both advocate inde- 
finite variability. 

Mr. Darwin has, I think, most unfairly put natural selection v. 

independent creation. Now those who refuse to accept Darwinism 
are not to be compelled to resort to independent creation. Professor 
Owen long ago pointed this out. In the last edition of his book, Mr. 
Darwin complains that many of those who have opposed his teaching 
have not taken the "trouble to understand" his views.% 

But the difficulty in Mr. Darwin's views, and which has called 
down upon him well-merited criticism from my friend Dr. Moore and 
others, relates to the fact that he merely removes the difficulty regard? 
ing special creation a little further back in time. 

Mr. Darwin is most successful in his sneers at those who resort to 
the hypothesis of independent creation to explain the existing species 

* P. 577. t Address B. A., p. 20. t P- 146. 
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of plants and animals, apparently entirely oblivious to the fact that 
he lays himself open to exactly the same charge. Men that sneer at 

special creation must expect in their turn to be treated in a similar 
manner. Spontaneous generation forms no part of Darwinism. When 

spontaneous generation is proved to be true, Darwinism will neces? 

sarily, by implication, be found to be false. To Larnarck's system 
spontaneous generation was a philosophical necessity. Future gene? 
rations will be able to decide on the respective merits of the two 

systems better than we can do at this time. 
Mr. Grove says, of the origin of life on the globe, 

" The earlier 
forms have existed at a period when the planet was in course of for? 

mation, or being separated or detached from other worlds or systems."* 
Even the author of the Vestiges of Creation, with all his gratuitous 
assumption, is nevertheless more logical and philosophical than Mr. 
Darwin respecting the origin of life on the globe. In the eleventh 
edition of that work, published in 1860, he points out, that as " Mr. 
Darwin's hypothesis places the advances ancl variations of organic 
beings upon a natural basis," it cannot escape the conclusion advo- 
cated in the first edition of that work, " that the very first aj^pcarance 
of organisation on the primitive mineral surface, was also the result 
of a process in all respects natural (though not on that account other? 
wise than divine)." I quote these extracts to show that continuity 
and Darwinism, although having much in common, yet are not the 
same thing. 

Anthropology offers much to support continuity ; nothing to support 
Darwinism, or what at least is passed off to the public as such. A 
fundamental objection to the applieation of Darwinism to anthro? 

pology is to be found in the fact that it is supposed to support a 

unity of the origin of mankind. Such an assumption is entirely con? 

trary to wyhat we know of both existing monkeys and apes, and also of 
fossil monkeys. When Mr. Darwin takes us back to the origin of 
life on the globe, he again seems inclined to argue that all organic 
life has had its origin in one primary form. Carl Vogt, although 
professing to accept the hypothesis of 

" Natural Selection," is at the 
same time utterly opposed to the unity of organic life, ancl prefers 
" the assumption of an original difference in the primary germs from 
which the animal kingdom has been developed.".1; That distinguished 
anthropologist has well remarked, that without the assurnption of 

original difference, he will find himself face to face with an " inso- 
luble enigma," ancl he very properly fails to see " why the primary 

* Appendix, p. xiv. f Address, p. 32 
X Lectures on Man, Eng. ed., p. 460. 
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single-celled organisms which might have arisen from the elementary 
substances should all have j)ossessed the same form, quality, and 

capacity for development."* 
So, too, he repudiates the idea that " Natural Selection" logically 

leads to the unity of origin of mankind. In replying to the late 

professor Rudolph Wagner, he disclaims the idea that any Darwinite 
should raise that inference. To those interested in this question I 
wOuld especially recommend the study of Vogt's Lectures on Man. 

How, then, does anthrojDology supjDort the doctrine of continuity ? 
?* * * * * * 

I can see no reason why continuity may not apply with equal 
truth to anthropology as to the rest of organic nature. The accept- 
ance of this doctrine must not be supposed to warrant the destruc- 
tion of all our systems of classification. Such a confusion is rather 
to be produced by those who refuse to apply to some causes of classi? 
fication to mankind which they advocate for the rest of animate 
nature. 

There is a grandeur ancl sublimity in the view of continuity, as 
advocated by Mr. Grove, which is most seductive. To many a student 
of science it is looked upon as the devekmment of the highest philo? 
sophy which has ever been put before the world, simply because they 
think it is the truest. 

It is good for the anthropologist occasionally to tear himself away 
from his own engrossing study, to see in what direction other sciences 
are tending. Mr. Grove has brought together what he believes to be 
the tendency of modern scientific research, and it may be a very long 
time before we again have so masterly and logical a suminary of what 
that tendency really is. That address, I trust, will assist to rege- 
nerate British science. 

The year 1866 will be remarkable for two events in the history of 
science of the period; the first being the delivery of this admirable 
address, and the second the recognition by the British Association of 
the science of anthropology. I have saicl it is the duty of anthropo? 
logists to occasionally ascertain the progress made in allied branches 
of study. Thus at Nottingham, the anthropological department 
was adjourned to hear the address of the President of the Bio- 

logical Section on the science of life, ancl the subdivisions into which 
it could conveniently be workecl. Now the British Association has, 
in some quarters, got the character of being rather too conservative 
in its tendency ; at all events, it was supposed that a dread of the 
science of anthropology had taken hold of some of the rulers of the 
Association. Be this as it may, we have now been admitted and 

Lectures on Man, p. 461. 
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all promises to work well for the future We attended, however, to 
hear the President of the Section, with some dread that we were 
about to have a lecture on our past conduct, and some advice on our 
future behaviour. Happily, however, we got off very easily indeed. 
Our past received only a friendly sneer, and our future was not pro- 
scribed by any rules or maxims. 

The nerves of some of the anthropologists who attended to hear 
this address were however somewhat shaken at hearing that the 
science of physiology was nothing more than applied physics and 

chemistry. To most anthropologists who heard this, such a state? 

ment, I do not hesitate to say, was a little startling. Some men do 
not now see how the psychical, intellectual, and moral differences 
in different men, and especially in the different races of men, are 
thus to be solved. Others cannot see how the wonderful diversities 
of language, religion and art, can also be thus explained. But after 

all, these may be only apparent objections. It is very unsafe to pro- 
nounce such broad statements unworthy of consideration. Mr. Grove 
thinks physical phenomena may be explained by the true fundamental 

conceptions of matter and motion. Professor Huxley only echoes a 
similar statement. Life, then, may be simply matter in a state of 

motion, ancl mankind only particles of matter in a more violent state 
of motion than the rest of animate nature ! 

In any case, continuity is one of the grandest conceptions of man, 
and we have rather poets than men of science who work it out. 

With a quotation from a poet, Alexander Pope, I will therefore 
conclude. 

" See dying vegetables life sustain, 
See life dissolving vegetate again : 
All forms that perish other forms supply, 
(By turns we catch the vital breath, and die,) 
Like bubbles on the sea of matter borne, 
They rise, they break, and to that sea return. 
# # # # # 
All serv'd, all serving: nothing stands alone, 
The chain holds on, and where it ends, unknown." 
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